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Organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs) are used in flat panel displays such as 

televisions and cell phones. OLEDs have superior color purity, image quality, and 

flexibility, and less pixelation than traditional LCDs. OLEDs use fluorescent and/or 

phosphorescent materials in their emissive layer. Fluorescence emits from the singlet 

state, and can only emit up to 25% of the excitons. Phosphorescence can emit three times 

the amount of excitons as fluorescence due to its ability to emit from the singlet and 

triplet state, and therefore can emit 100% of the excitons, in theory. Although 

phosphorescence has greater efficiency than fluorescence, blue phosphorescent material 

is currently replaced in OLEDs with fluorescent material due to the instability of blue 

phosphorescent materials caused by triplet exciton quenching processes and chemicals. 

Various approaches have been developed to improve the stability of such phosphors 

including passivation, development of new organometallic molecules, and control of 

host-dopant composition in thin films. Here, we demonstrate an extrinsic approach to 

improving the photostability of blue organometallic phosphors that employs 

photoluminescence lifetime reductions caused by the local electric fields of plasmonic 

surfaces. We show that the decay rate of phosphorescence is increased on certain 
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plasmonic surfaces, which improves the stability of a common blue organometallic 

phosphor. This approach is distinctive because it involves modification to the local 

electromagnetic environment of the phosphor rather than modifications to the phosphor 

molecular structure or to the emitting material composition. Future studies will further 

examine the Purcell Effect’s impact on blue phosphorescent materials using silver and 

gold discrete nanoparticles. More work should be done to confirm the mechanism 

increasing stability, and testing the blue organic phosphorescent material coated 

nanostructures in devices. For increased commercial and financial production feasibility, 

a large scale solution processing method should be created. 
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

Organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs) are used in next-generation flat panel 

displays such as televisions, cell phones, and tablets. They are classified as organic due to 

their use of organic semiconducting materials as the emissive layer. While OLEDs can be 

expensive to manufacture due to a lack of large scale solution processing methods, 

OLEDs have many advantages. OLEDs are more flexible, thinner, less pixelated on large 

screens, and have better color purity than inorganic light-emitting devices and liquid 

crystal displays (LCDs) [2,3]. OLEDs also use less energy for black/dark pixels (a pure 

black due to an absence of light) compared to LCDs and Quantum dot light emitting 

devices (QLEDs) as they do not require a black light. There are two types of 

photoluminescence (light emission) used for OLEDs, fluorescence and phosphorescence. 

Unlike its green and red counterparts, blue phosphorescent materials are unstable and are 

consequently replaced by less efficient, but stable blue fluorescent material [4,5].  

            

 

Figure 1.1. An example of phosphorescence is glow in the dark stars (a), reproduced from Ref. 

[6].  When excitation light is turned off, the stars emit light until they run out of stored energy. 

These inorganic phosphors, such as the commonly-used Zinc Sulfide, demonstrate 

phosphorescence [7,8]. Fluorescence emits light quickly. An example of fluorescence can be seen 
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in some light bulbs (b), reproduced from Ref. [9]. In an OLED device structure (c), organic 

fluorescent and/or phosphorescent material are used to create its emissive layer [10]. 

 

1.1.  Excitons in OLEDs 

Excitons are Coulombically-bound electron-hole pairs that are excited optically or 

electrically in semiconductor materials with low dielectric constants, such as organics. 

Singlet excitons are the primary type of exciton excited under optical excitation (i.e., by 

absorption of high energy photons). In contrast, the excitons that form in the OLED’s 

emissive layer are electrically excited and have spins that are associated with either 

singlet excitons (total spin, S=0) or triplet excitons (total spin, S=1), leading to 

fluorescence or phosphorescence emission, respectively.  Exciton spin is important 

because it affects how well photons are emitted from excited states of the material [11]. 

Fluorescence is emitted from radiative recombination of singlet excitons, and can emit up 

to 25% of electrically excited excitons. The rest of its excitons are trapped in non-

radiative triplet states, and as a result, electrically excited fluorescent OLEDs can achieve 

one-third of the efficiency of phosphorescent OLEDs, in theory (Fig. 1.2) [4].  

Phosphorescence is emitted from triplet excitons. However, through intersystem crossing, 

triplet excitons can be excited indirectly from the excited singlet exciton state (Fig. 1.2). 

Under optical excitation only singlet excitons are directly excited. However, under 

electrical excitation both singlet and triplet states are excited. Furthermore, since there are 

three triplet states for every singlet state, electrically-driven phosphorescent OLEDs (Ph-

OLEDs) can emit three times more light than fluorescent OLEDs, in theory, and have the 

ability to emit with 100% internal quantum efficiency (Fig. 1.2) [4,5,12,13]. Triplet state 

emission is typically non-radiative for organic materials; however, the addition of small 
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fractions of a heavy metal, such as iridium to the organic molecular structure, creates 

spin-orbit coupling. This causes mixing of singlet and triplet states and enables direct 

(radiative) emission from the triplet state and, therefore, effective phosphorescent 

emission [10]. For over a decade, scientists have been making progress in improving 

phosphorescent light emitting materials’ emission to be closer to the theoretical internal 

quantum efficiency value. 

 

Figure 1.2. The greater energy needed to emit from the singlet state compared to the triplet state 

can be visualized in this Jablonski diagram [13].  Through intersystem crossing, phosphorescence 

is able to emit excitons (excited electron-hole pairs) that were in the singlet and triplet states.  

Light is emitted when excitons relax, or move down to the ground state (S0) from the excited state 

(S1+x and T1+x where x ≥ 0) [15]. 

 

1.2.  Unstable Blue Phosphorescence 

Blue phosphorescent OLED materials are unstable due to triplet-triplet 

annihilation and triplet polaron quenching processes that occur in the emissive layer 
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[3,4,12].  Since triplet excitons remain in the excited state for a long time (~1 µs for 

FIrpic) before recombining radiatively (emitting light), occasional exciton-exciton 

collisions occur that cause triplet exciton quenching. As a result, this causes a decrease in 

the material’s light-emission efficiency over time [15]. This effect becomes particularly 

pronounced at high excitation powers. To reduce such losses, many researchers 

manipulate host and dopant materials and alter or add device layers [2,16].  Our focus, 

however, is on using silver nanostructures embedded in the organic phosphorescent 

emissive layer to reduce and/or prevent the triplet-triplet annihilation and triplet 

quenching.   

 

1.3.  The Purcell Effect using Plasmonic Nanostructures 

Noble metals, like silver, gold, and copper, have unique properties that increase 

light outcoupling efficiency and the quantum yield of light-emitting devices. The single 

electron in silver’s s-orbital will not interact with its full d-orbital, and therefore electron 

mobility is increased [17]. The free-electron also allows for high electrical and thermal 

conductivity [17]. Strong localized electromagnetic fields are created when noble metals 

are nanostructured, and are typically referred to as plasmonic modes [17]. These localized 

electromagnetic fields can increase the probability of spontaneous emission and decrease 

recombination time from nearby molecules [18,19,20]. This phenomenon is called the 

Purcell effect.  

 

1.4.  Motivation for This Work 

In this work, we hypothesize that due to the Purcell effect, phosphorescent OLED 
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material will interact with a silver nanostructure’s strong localized electric field and will 

cause the OLED material to emit light more quickly.  We anticipate that this will increase 

the photostability of the OLED material because, if the material is in the excited state for 

less time, then triplet quenching opportunities are reduced.  In our case, we embed 

nanostructured silver into the phosphorescent light-emitting material to reduce and/or 

prevent triplet quenching. Therefore, we anticipate that the shortened emission lifetime 

caused by the Purcell Effect will increase stability. 

 

1.5.  Interactions between Emitters and Metals  

Shortened emission lifetime can be attributed to the enhancement of either 

radiative or non-radiative decay. If radiative decay is enhanced more than non-radiative 

decay, emission intensity will increase, and if non-radiative decay is enhanced more than 

radiative decay, it causes more quenching of emission (intensity to decrease). 

Additionally, there is a distance dependence. It is well known that quenching of emission 

occurs within 5 nm of metal (charge transfer or dipole-dipole interaction in which the 

dipoles are mirror images), but it cannot explain lifetime shortening at long distances 

(enhancement due to plasmonic electric field interactions). Charge transfer occurs in the 

short-range (~1-2 nm) and causes excitons to dissociate and electrons and/or holes 

(depending on the metal surface’s charge) transfer to the metal surface (Figure 1.3). This 

results in exciton quenching. Another quenching mechanism is energy transfer in the 

longer range (~1-10 nm), in which excitons interact with the metal surface by dipole-

dipole coupling (Figure 1.3). Localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) which occur 

in low loss metals such as noble metals, however, cause enhanced emission or absorption, 
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depending on wavelength, at large distances from the metal surface (5-100 nm) (Figure 

1.3). 

 

Figure 1.3. (a) Exciton dissociation is depicted with a positive charged metal attracting electrons 

from the exciton to dissociate. (b) Dipole-dipole coupling in which dipoles and their reflections in 

the metal (image dipoles) line up and cause quenching. (c) LSPRs occur at further distances from 

the surface, and cause enhancement of emission or absorption. 

 

1.6.  Selection of Materials 

The emissive films used for this study are 60 nm thick, so we expect both 

radiative and non-radiative changes due to the interactions with the metals (i.e, non-

radiative transfer to the metal is only a small contributor to the lifetime); see prior 

section. While we argue that both radiative and non-radiative decay rate enhancement 

occur due to the metal metasurfaces, our focus is on shortening the total phosphorescence 

lifetime and an overall stability increase. Therefore, either type of decay rate 

enhancement is expected to contribute to stability enhancement. Creating stable blue 

phosphorescent light will reduce an OLEDs’ operation energy, which will lower the cost 

to operate the device.  Stable blue phosphorescent light emission is also essential to 

create a better quality white light (red, green, and blue light together), and replace the 

blue fluorescent material that is currently being used in its place [2,3]. In this study, the 

emissive layer we employ contains the commonly-used blue phosphorescent dopant 
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bis[2-(4,6-difluorophenyl)pyridinato-C2,N](picolinato)iridium(III) (FIrpic) and a host, 

poly(N-vinylcarbazole) (PVK), which have been used together in various studies 

[4,15,20]. The host, PVK, was chosen because it is commonly used in the optoelectronic 

field with the blue phosphorescent dopant, FIrpic [5,16,21]. The host improves light 

emission and assists in energy transfer through Dexter and Förster transfer processes 

while the dopant provides color and increases intersystem crossing [22,23]. Dexter 

energy transfer is short-range, transfers energy from the host to the dopant through 

intermolecular electron exchanges [11].  Förster energy transfer is long-range, non-

radiative, couples host and dopant molecules (dipole-dipole) [11]. The dopant, an 

organometallic complex, provides spin-orbit coupling, and its localized magnetic field 

causes interactions with its electrons’ spin, causing energy level shifts which enables 

phosphorescence (emission from the triplet state) [22,23].   

Since energy is transferred from the host to the dopant, the T1 of PVK (host) should 

be greater than or equal to the T1 of FIrpic (dopant). PVK is an unusual host because it 

has two triplet states. Its higher energy triplet state, T1,S, the triplet single-molecule state, 

is -2.8 eV. This is higher energy than FIrpic’s T1 state of -3.1 eV [24,25]. PVK’s second 

triplet state, T1,E, the triplet excimer state, has less energy due to intermolecular 

interactions. The triplet excimer state is -3.3 eV [24,25]. Although it has two triplet 

states, since PVK’s T1,S has more energy than FIrpic’s T1, and because PVK is a 

commonly used host, its use with FIrpic in this work is supported. 
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Chapter 2: PHOTOLUMINESCENCE STABILITY OF BLUE ORGANIC 

PHOSPHORESCENT MATERIALS ON SILVER NANOSTRUCTURED 

SURFACES 

 

2.1. Abstract 

Organometallic phosphors are vital materials for high-efficiency organic light-

emitting diodes used in display and lighting applications. However, problems of low 

photostability arise for blue-emitting phosphors due to chemical and environmental 

degradation, and to triplet quenching processes. Various approaches have been developed 

to improve the stability of such phosphors including passivation, development of new 

organometallic molecules, and control of host-dopant composition in thin films. Here, we 

demonstrate an extrinsic approach to improving the photostability of blue organometallic 

phosphors that employs photoluminescence lifetime reductions caused by the local 

electric fields of plasmonic surfaces. We show that the decay rate of phosphorescence is 

increased on certain plasmonic surfaces, which improves the stability of a common blue 

organometallic phosphor. This approach is distinctive because it involves modification to 

the local electromagnetic environment of the phosphor rather than modifications to the 

phosphor molecular structure or to the emitting material composition.  
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2.2. Introduction 

Phosphorescent organic light-emitting diodes (Ph-OLEDs) can emit with up to 

100% internal electroluminescence quantum efficiency (IQE) due to the use of 

organometallic phosphors as light-emitting dopants [1-7]. However, when operating blue 

emitting Ph-OLEDs at high luminances, a significant decrease in device efficiency occurs 

during operation over time [8,9]. Extensive work has been carried out to understand the 

causes of efficiency degradation with the main causes attributed to: (1) photooxidation; 

(2) an imbalanced hole-electron current; (3) triplet-triplet exciton annihilation (TTA); and 

(4) triplet-polaron annihilation (TPA) [8-13]. Development of effective processing and 

passivation strategies have mitigated the presence of oxygen in such devices to the point 

where photooxidation is no longer the main loss mechanism. The non-radiative 

quenching processes TTA and TPA have been ascribed to be the primary loss 

mechanisms in efficiency at high luminance [8-13]. TTA occurs when there is an 

accumulation of triplet excitons in a high-energy excited state due to the long lifetime of 

the emitting triplet state, while TPA occurs when an excited polaron state pairs with a 

triplet exciton and in both instances the excess energy is lost by thermalization [8-14].  

Scientists and engineers have developed various methods to address the instability 

of blue PhOLEDs including: use of double emission layers [15,16]; alternative high 

mobility electron transport layers [15,17]; mixed host structures [13,18]; and 

development of organometallic phosphorescent molecules with short triplet lifetimes [9]. 

However, additional strategies are needed because stabilities of blue organometallic 

phosphors (~5000 h) still significantly lag those of red and green phosphors and of high-

efficiency inorganic blue emitting materials. TTA is proportional to the square of triplet 
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exciton density, and the TPA scales with the triplet exciton density [17,18]. During 

operation, the exciton density is proportional to the exciton lifetime [17,19]. Hence, one 

way to address the efficiency roll-off issue is to accelerate the radiative decay rate (i.e., to 

decrease the radiative lifetime) of the triplet excitons in phosphorescent OLED materials.  

This study aims to experimentally investigate the use of silver plasmonic surface 

films to increase the radiative decay rate of triplet exciton emission from blue 

phosphorescent films. Using this extrinsic approach, we hypothesize that the stability of 

blue phosphors can be improved. The reasoning behind our hypothesis is as follows: 

strong localized electromagnetic fields are created when noble metals, such as silver, are 

nanostructured which increases the local density of optical states in the near-field (i.e., 

within 100 nm) of the metal (plasmonic behavior). By increasing the available local 

density of optical states that the excitons in the triplet state of the phosphorescent emitter 

can couple to, the radiative decay rate will increase (the Purcell Effect) [20-25], thus, 

reducing the probability of triplet exciton quenching and increasing the phosphorescence 

stability [26]. This approach is different from the other approaches that have been 

developed to improve the stability of blue phosphorescent materials because it is an 

extrinsic approach that involves modification of the local electromagnetic environment of 

the phosphorescent thin films rather than modifications to the molecular structure or 

composition of the thin film. It is important to note that while both radiative and non-

radiative decay are likely present, we are interested in the overall increase in stability, so 

either decay type should improve stability. 
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2.3. Results 

The purpose of this study is to investigate if Ag plasmonic surfaces can modify 

the stability of blue phosphorescent OLED (Ph-OLED) materials. For this study, we used 

the host poly(N-vinylcarbazole) (PVK) with the blue phosphorescent dopant bis[2-(4,6-

difluorophenyl)pyridinato-C2,N](picolinato)iridium(III) (FIrpic), which are commonly-

used in Ph-OLEDs [14,27,28]. This host-dopant matrix has been shown to improve light 

out coupling and enhance triplet excitation because the host assists in charge transport 

and excitation energy transfer, while the dopant provides color and increases intersystem 

crossing, which improves the internal quantum efficiency [14,27,28]. A blend solution 

containing the host and dopant was spin coated onto different Ag surfaces: nanoimprinted 

periodic 1-D Ag gratings (one with a nominal period of 1.6 µm, and another with a 

nominal period of 0.7 µm), aperiodic nanoporous (NPO) Ag, and aperiodic nanoparticle 

(NPT) Ag (Fig. 2.1a-f); see Methods. For comparison, the blend solution was also spin 

coated onto planar silver.  
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Figure 2.1. (a-c) Schematics of Ag surfaces: (a) NPT Ag; (b) NPO Ag; (c) 1-D Ag grating (nominal period 

of 0.7 µm). (d-f) SEM images of fabricated NPT Ag, NPO Ag and 1-D Ag grating surfaces, respectively. 

The insets in (d-f) are dark-field back-scattered light images of the corresponding surfaces. The scale bar in 

the insets is 10 µm. Nanoparticles were created by Zeqing Shen. Other surfaces and all other sample 

preparation shown above are by Catrice Carter. SEM and Dark Field imaging performed by Catrice Carter. 

 

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the NPT surfaces show dense 

(~140 particles/µm2), quasi-hemispherical-shaped nanoparticles on their surface with an 

average diameter of 62 nm ± 11 nm. The NPO Ag surfaces had sparse (~1 pore/µm2), 

irregularly-shaped pores, approximately 50 nm to 200 nm in size, and the Ag regions 

between the pores had a polycrystalline appearance with Ag grains ~200 nm in size. The 

1-D Ag gratings showed regular ridges with periods like that of the expected nominal 

periods of 1.6 µm and 0.7 µm (Fig. 2.1f). Both 1-D Ag gratings exhibited small fissures 

in the Ag (less than 200 nm in size) superimposed on the grating pattern.  
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The characteristic absorption and normalized PL spectra for thin films of neat 

PVK, neat FIrpic and the PVK:FIrpic blend on glass are shown in Figure 2.2a; see 

Methods. The chemical structures of PVK and FIrpic are shown in Figure 2.2a, inset. The 

photoluminescence spectrum of PVK:FIrpic follows the characteristic FIrpic spectrum 

exhibiting two peaks at 472 nm and 500 nm, thus signifying proper energy transfer from 

the host, PVK, to the dopant, FIrpic. The peak absorption intensity of PVK is at 

approximately 350 nm, which is slightly red shifted from the expected PVK peak at a 

wavelength of 342 nm [5]. However, there is spectral overlap of the absorption spectrum 

of the dopant, FIrpic, and the photoluminescence spectrum of the host, PVK, in the 

wavelength range between 400 nm to 470 nm, which accounts for the efficient energy 

transfer. Energy is transferred from the host to the dopant, so the T1 of the host should be 

greater or equal to the T1 of the dopant. PVK is an abnormal host because its triplet state 

is separated into two. The T1,S triplet single molecule state is 2.8 eV, which is higher than 

our dopant’s T1 state of 3.1 eV [29,30]. When intermolecular interactions occur, the T1,S 

energy is reduced to T1,E. The T1,E triplet excimer state is 3.3 eV [29,30]. PVK is a 

commonly used host, and it’s higher T1,S state supports its use with FIrpic. 

The 1-D Ag gratings, NPT Ag, and NPO Ag surfaces were all chosen due to their 

potential to increase light emission of PVK:FIrpic through resonant light scattering or 

through local electric-field enhancement at the emission wavelength. The transmittance 

spectra of the Ag surfaces show peaks from 300 nm to 350 nm due to the bulk plasma 

frequency of Ag (Fig. 2.2c). The coated NPT and NPO Ag surfaces exhibited reduced 

transmission compared to the coated planar Ag, whereas the coated 1-D Ag gratings 

exhibited increased transmission across the entire  
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Figure 2.2. (a) Molecular structures of PVK and FIrpic. (b) Energy level diagram showing S1, T1,S,  T1,E, 

and S0 energy levels of PVK and FIrpic derived from Ref. [29, 30]. (c) Absorbance spectra (dashed curves) 

and intensity-normalized photoluminescence spectra (solid curves) of the host PVK, the dopant FIrpic, and 

the 9:1 blend PVK:FIrpic. A drop cast film of FIrpic was used to obtain the absorption spectrum of FIrpic 

(see Methods). All other spectra were obtained from spin coated thin films. Data obtained by Catrice Carter 
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and Rahma Leil. (d) Transmission spectra of PVK:FIrpic-coated Ag surfaces and of PVK:FIrpic-coated 

planar Ag. The yellow bar indicates the excitation wavelength range used for PL stability measurements. 

The average of two measurements was used for each transmission spectrum. All spectra were baselined at 

900 nm except the NPT sample which is baselined at ~420 nm.  A small irregularity at 400 nm (the lamp 

crossover wavelength) occurred in all the spectra, due to a difference in the relative lamp intensities during 

the measurements.  

 

wavelength range. The coated NPT Ag transmission spectrum showed a significant dip at 

~410 nm and a broad, pronounced transmission peak centered at 510 nm attributed to 

scattering from localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) of the nanoparticles. This 

peak was red shifted from the uncoated NPT surface due to the increase in the refractive 

index of the local environment of the PVK:FIrpic-coated nanoparticles, which causes a 

lowering in frequency LSPR of the shoulders (see Fig. 2.6). The coated NPO Ag did not 

exhibit notable peaks or shoulders in the visible wavelength range. The coated 1-D Ag 

gratings exhibited shoulders at ~450 nm and peaks distributed across the visible and near-

infrared wavelength range attributed primarily to grating modes. Given the significant 

change in the transmission spectra of the coated 1-D Ag gratings and NPT surfaces 

compared to coated planar Ag within the emission wavelength range of FIrpic (i.e., in the 

450 nm to 550 nm wavelength range), these surfaces are expected to have the most 

noticeable effect on emission behavior of the PVK:FIrpic thin films. 

Photoluminescence (PL) stability tests were carried out for PVK:FIrpic thin films 

on the various Ag surface and on planar Ag in order to investigate if the surfaces altered 

the photostability of the PVK:FIrpic emission. The PL stability tests were accelerated by 

using two excitation power densities, 13.6 mW/cm2 and 136 mW/cm2. All PVK:FIrpic 

coated and uncoated Ag samples were passivated with an optical epoxy to eliminate 
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photooxidation during optical and photoluminescence measurements; see Methods. 

Without this passivation the stability of PVK:FIrpic thin films on all surfaces was 

dramatically lower. For example, at a UV excitation power density of 136 mW/cm2, the 

time to reach 50% of initial intensity was a factor of 23 shorter for an unpassivated 

PVK:FIrpic thin film on glass compared to the passivated sample (Fig. 2.3). 

 

Figure 2.3. PL intensity versus UV exposure time for PVK:FIrpic thin films on glass substrates with and 

without passivation by epoxy and glass. Data acquired by Rahma Leil. 

 

Representative PL stability results measured for an excitation power density of 

136 mW/cm2 are shown in Figure 2.4a,b for PVK:FIrpic on a variety of Ag surfaces. It is 

apparent that the emission from PVK:FIrpic on the 1-D Ag gratings and on the NPT Ag 

was more stable relative to that on the planar Ag film. We define a stability enhancement 

factor to quantify the degree of improvement in PL stability of PVK:FIrpic films on Ag 

surfaces compared to the PL stability of PVK:FIrpic film on planar Ag as E90 = 

L90(surface)/L90(planar Ag) where L90 is the time it takes for the PL intensity to decay to 

90% of its initial value. Other similar metrics, E70 and E50, are also quantified using the 
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time it takes for PL intensity of the corresponding samples to decay to 70% and 50% of 

their initial intensities, respectively. Data taken from the fitted lines in Figure 2.4a 

showed similar trends in E90, E70 and E50 for each surface; therefore, the stability 

enhancement did not change significantly with time. Since the stability enhancement 

trends remain similar regardless of the % decay, E90 is chosen to be the metric of PL 

stability enhancement in the remainder of this study.  

 

 

Figure 2.4. (a) Representative accelerated PL stability test of PVK:FIrpic thin films on various Ag 

surfaces. For the PL stability measurements, all samples were continuously exposed to focused UV light 

(wavelength 365 nm ± 12 nm), with a power density of 136 mW/cm2 for 1 hour. The measured data is 

represented by symbols and exponential fits to the data are represented by the solid lines. No correction 

was carried out for differences in excitation power caused by variations in sample transmittance at the 

excitation wavelength. (b) PL images of PVK:FIrpic coated Ag surfaces, at 20x magnification, acquired 
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before (top row) and after (bottom row) stability measurements using the same conditions as (a). All 

images have the same image acquisition time and settings, and all images are on the same scale; the scale 

bar is 200 µm. (c) Average stability enhancements (!!"! ) averages (points) and standard deviations (error 

bars) for PVK:FIrpic coated Ag surfaces at two excitation powers 13.6 mW/cm2 and 136 mW/cm2. For a 

particular excitation power the stability enhancement was normalized to the transmittance of the sample at 

the excitation wavelength (to correct for slight variations in excitation power due to differences in the 

transmittance of the samples); see Equation 1. The average !!"!  values were obtained from numerous 

stability measurements of each sample type as follows: four measurements of the 1.6 µm 1-D Ag grating, 

five measurement of the 0.7 µm 1-D Ag grating, five measurements of the NPO Ag, and three 

measurements of the NPT Ag at 13.6 mW/cm2. Two stability measurements of each Ag surface type were 

used at 136 mW/cm2. (d) Transient PL lifetime decay curves of PVK:FIrpic thin films on various surfaces. 

A 372 nm picosecond pulsed laser was employed for excitation and the measurements were carried out in 

reflection mode (Fig. 2.5). PL lifetime measurements were performed by Zeqing Shen.  

 

     

Figure 2.5. Schematic of experimental configuration used for transient PL lifetime measurements. 

 

However, these stability measurements were not normalized for excitation power. 

Since there are variations in the transmittance of the coated surfaces at the excitation 

wavelength of 365 nm (Fig. 2.2b, Fig. 2.6-2.8), during the PL stability measurements, the 

PVK:FIrpic films are exposed to different excitation powers. This will impact the rate at 

which the PVK:FIrpic emission decays with time (i.e., its PL stability). For example, the 

1-D Ag gratings have higher transmittances at the excitation wavelength compared to 
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planar Ag. This means that excitation light that is not absorbed by the PVK:FIrpic 

coating on its first pass through the coating, will not be reflected back into PVK:FIrpic by 

the gratings to the same degree as the planar Ag. Instead, more of the excitation light will 

be transmitted through the 1-D Ag gratings. As a result, the excitation power in the 

PVK:FIrpic film is expected to be lower for the 1-D Ag gratings compared to that for 

planar Ag. Hence, the PL stability enhancement of the 1-D Ag gratings is inflated. 

Conversely, NPO and NPT Ag surfaces exhibit lower transmittance compared to planar 

Ag at the excitation wavelength. Therefore, the excitation power in the PVK:FIrpic is 

expected to be greater on NPO and NPT Ag compared to that on planar Ag, due to more 

excitation light undergoing a second pass through the PVK:FIrpic thin film due to a 

higher reflectance. 
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Figure 2.6. Transmittance spectra for different Ag (meta)surfaces with/without a PVK:FIrpic coating. All 

samples except the uncoated 1.6 µm 1-D Ag grating were baselined at 900 nm. The uncoated 1.6 

µm 1-D Ag grating was baselined at ~425 nm.  

 

PVK:FIrpic absorbs in the ultraviolet spectral range; however, the transmittance 

of many of the metasurfaces increases when the silver metasurfaces are coated with 

PVK:FIrpic (Fig. 2.6). This indicates that the PVK:FIrpic film is acting, in-part, as an 

anti-reflective coating. The 1D Ag gratings and planar Ag transmit more with the coating, 

and the transmittance of NPT and NPO metasurfaces is only slightly affected by the 

coating. The red shift of the localized surface plasmon resonances of the NPT 

metasurface is apparent when coated with the PVK:FIrpic, as expected when the 

refractive index of the environment of the NPTs is increased. 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Transmittance for PVK:FIrpic coated Ag (meta)surfaces at a wavelength of 365 nm. 
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Figure 2.8. Transmittance for uncoated Ag (meta)surfaces at a wavelength of 365 nm. 

 

Thus, to correct the stability enhancement values for excitation power differences, 

we calculated an excitation-power-corrected stability enhancement factor,  !90!  , defined 

as: 

 !!"! = !!"× !!"#$
!!"#$    (1) 

where !!" is the stability enhancement factor as defined earlier, !!"#$ is the transmittance 

of silver, and !!"#$ is the transmittance of the surface. The transmittance factor, T, is 

represented as !
!"#$

!!"#$. Figure 2.4c shows stability enhancement values for each surface that 

were normalized for excitation power, as described above. Additionally, the enhancement 

values are averages of multiple stability measurements from each sample type. Clearly, 

once normalized for excitation power, the 1-D gratings no longer exhibited the greatest 

stability enhancement because of their high transmittance (Fig. 2.2b, 2.3a and Equation 
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1). Instead, the NPT surfaces cause the greatest stability enhancement. In general, the 

enhancement in stability by all surfaces is greater at the higher excitation power (Fig. 

2.4c). We expect greater TTA to occur at higher excitation powers due to the increase in 

the triplet population. The surfaces are likely to have a greater impact on stability when 

there is significant TTA due to their ability to accelerate triplet radiative decay rate and 

thereby reducing the population of triplets that can take part in TTA. The observed 

power-dependent behavior is consistent with our original hypothesis that when there is an 

increase in the phosphorescence decay rate, an increase in the phosphorescence stability 

can occur, especially when there is a large population of excited triplet states. The trend 

in !!"!  between different surface types remains similar at both excitation powers. At high 

power, all the surfaces cause a phosphorescence stability enhancement when compared to 

planar silver Ag. NPT Ag consistently resulted in the most stable PVK:FIrpic emission, 

with average stability enhancement factor of 3.6. 

Transient PL lifetime testing for PVK:FIrpic on each Ag surface type was used to 

determine if enhanced PL stability correlates with enhanced PL lifetime (Fig. 2.4d). The 

long average PL lifetime decay constant (τPL = 0.96 µs) of PVK:FIrpic when on glass can 

be attributed primarily to the natural phosphorescence lifetime decay of the dopant 

FIrpic. Overall, PVK:FIrpic thin films on metallic surfaces shortens the average PL 

lifetime, τPL (by a factor of up to 2.8) compared to that on glass. Further, there is an 

apparent increase in the maximum PL intensity compared to PVK:FIrpic on planar Ag for 

PVK:FIrpic on all Ag surfaces, with NPT causing the greatest increase in PL intensity. 

The initial PL intensity enhancement, EPL (i.e., the PL intensity at a time of 0 s for 

PVK:FIrpic on the surface divided by that on planar Ag), is a measure of quantum 
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efficiency enhancement assuming all radiated PL is collected by the measurement optics. 

The EPL is 6.6 on NPT, 3.5 on NPO, 2.7 on 1.6 µm 1-D Ag grating and 1.1 on 0.7 µm 1-

D Ag grating (values are relative to planar Ag). 

 

Substrate !PL (µs) PL Intensity 

@ t = 0 s 

(counts) 

!1 (µs) !2 (µs) !3 (µs) !! 

       

Glass 0.96 477 0.17  

(24%) 

1.01  

(75%) 

- 0.93 

Planar Ag  

(2nd order fit) 

0.44 2333 0.30  

(74%) 

0.62  

(26%) 

- 0.98 

Planar Ag  

(3rd order fit) 

0.45 2333 0.15  

(24%) 

0.42  

(73%) 

1.09 

(3%) 

0.87 

1-D Ag 

Grating (1.6 

µm) 

0.80 6186   0.07  

(32%) 

0.46  

(54%) 

1.32  

(14%) 

1.01 

1-D Ag 

Grating (0.7 

µm) 

0.64 2608 0.07  

(40%) 

0.41  

(49%) 

1.15  

(11%) 

1.02 

NPT Ag 0.34 15319 0.04  

(43%) 

0.22  

(42%) 

0.55  

(15%) 

0.96 

NPO Ag 0.42 8222 0.05  

(21%) 

0.32  

(59%) 

0.62  

(20%) 

1.04 

Table 2.1. The average PL lifetime (!PL), intensity at time, t, = 0 s, shortest PL lifetime decay component 

(!1), longer PL lifetime decay component (!2), and the longest PL lifetime decay component (!3) for 

PVK:FIrpic thin films on glass, planar Ag, 1.6 µm 1-D Ag grating, 0.7 µm 1-D Ag grating, NPT Ag 
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metasurfaces and NPO Ag metasurfaces. The PL lifetime components were extracted from fits to the data 

using a second or third order exponential decay functions. The percentage contributions of each lifetime 

component to the average PL lifetime are shown in parentheses. 

 

The PL lifetime decay curves were fit with multiexponential decay functions to 

analyze the various decay components of the lifetime curves. The results show that in all 

cases that there are fast and slow lifetime decay time constants, which contribute to the 

overall shape of the decay curves (i.e., PL lifetime decay curves were best fit with double 

or triple exponential decay functions); Table 2.1. The PL lifetime of PVK:FIrpic on 

planar Ag has two components with time constants of 0.3 µs and ~0.6 µs. There is a new 

fast initial exponential decay on both 1-D Ag gratings (τ1 ≃ 0.07 µs) and an even faster 

initial decay on NPT surfaces (τ1 ≃ 0.04 µs), not observed on planar Ag, which 

contribute significantly (30% - 43%) to the average PL lifetime. This fast component is 

also observed on NPO but it has a less significant contribution to the average lifetime (21 

%). The second fastest lifetime component on NPT (τ2 ≃ 0.2 µs), NPO (τ2 ≃ 0.3 µs), 0.7 

µm grating (τ2 ≃ 0.4 µs) and 1.6 µm grating (τ2 ≃ 0.5 µs) are approximately the same 

time scale as the fastest PVK:FIrpic time constant  (τ1 ≃ 0.3 µs) on planar Ag, accounting 

for 40% - 60% of the average PL lifetime. However, while the longest component for the 

PVK:FIrpic on NPT and NPO (τ3 ≃ 0.6 µs) is the same as the longest time constant (τ2 ≃ 

0.6 µs) of PVK:FIrpic on planar Ag, the third time constant for PVK:FIrpic on both 

gratings (τ3 ≃ 1 µs) is much longer, possibly due to emitter-metal non-radiative 

interactions. As a result, the average PL lifetime of PVK:FIrpic on the Ag gratings (τPL ≃ 

0.6 µs and 0.8 µs) is lengthened compared to that on planar Ag. The average PL lifetime 
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of PVK:FIrpic on NPT (τPL ≃ 0.3 µs) is the shortest of all samples measured and on NPO 

(τPL ≃ 0.4 µs) PVK:FIrpic exhibits a similar lifetime to that on planar Ag.  

 

Ag Surface Type                         !!"!    !PL (µs) EPL   Er 

 13.6 mW/cm2   136 mW/cm2        

planar Ag 1.00 1.00   0.44 1  1 

1-D Ag grating 

(1.6 µm) 

0.74 ± 0.55 1.38 ± 0.53   0.80 2.65  1.46 

1-D Ag grating 

(0.7µm) 

1.67 ± 1.15 1.32 ± 0.13   0.64 1.12  0.77 

NPO Ag 0.82 ± 0.36 1.66 ± 0.36   0.42 3.52  3.69 

NPT Ag 2.15 ± 0.76 3.77 ± 0.86   0.34 6.57  8.50 

Table 2.2. The excitation power corrected L90 stability enhancements (i.e., !90! ), average PL lifetime (!PL), 

PL intensity enhancement (EPL) of PVK:FIrpic thin films on various Ag surfaces, and radiative decay rate 

enhancement (Er). Two different excitation power densities were employed for the stability measurements: 

13.6 mW/cm2 and 136 mW/cm2. Some !!"!  data was collected by Catrice Carter. 

 

The PVK:FIrpic on 1-D Ag gratings has a long average PL lifetime, small or no 

radiative decay rate enhancement, and a slight PL stability enhancement when compared 

to that on planar Ag. This suggests that the stability enhancement mechanism does not 

originate from the Purcell effect. Evidence of the Purcell effect is shown by an increase in 

radiative decay rate which would occur when there is a decrease in PL lifetime of the 

PVK:FIrpic on the surface compared to that on planar Ag, and when there is an increase 

in the quantum yield (see Methods). NPO and NPT surfaces show a clear correlation 

between a decrease in PL lifetime, and an increase in PL stability and radiative decay 
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rate. The NPT surface exhibited the most intense and rapid PL lifetime and the greatest 

stability enhancement. Therefore, in the case of the PVK:FIrpic on NPT surface there is a 

strong correlation between enhanced stability and enhanced radiative decay rate relative 

to the PVK:FIrpic on planar Ag (Table 2). This correlation is consistent with a Purcell 

effect, which is causing an enhancement in the stability of PVK:FIrpic on NPO and NPT 

surfaces, as per our original hypothesis. 

 

 

Figure 2.9. (a) Excitation-power-corrected accelerated PL stability curves of PVK:FIrpic thin films on 

various NPT Ag surfaces with different nominal NPT sizes and on planar Ag (50 nm). For the PL stability 

measurements, all samples were continuously exposed to focused UV light (wavelength 365 nm ± 12 nm), 

with a power density of 136 mW/cm2 for 1 hour. The PL stability curves were raised to the power of T (the 
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transmission correction factor), to correct for small differences in excitation power due to variations in 

sample transmittance at the excitation wavelength; see Methods. Data is represented by symbols and 

exponential fits to the data are represented by the solid lines. Nanoparticle fabrication performed by 

Zhongkai Cheng. (b) Scattered light spectra of PVK:FIrpic coated NPT Ag surfaces and planar Ag (solid 

curves). Also shown is the photoluminescence spectrum of a PVK:FIrpic film for comparison (dashed 

curve). The scattering spectrum of the 20 nm NPT surface was multiplied by a factor of 10 to show the 

shape of the spectrum. Dark field spectra conducted by Rahma Leil. 

 

To investigate the effects of NPT size on the phosphorescence stability of 

PVK:FIrpic thin films, PL stability measurements were carried out for PVK:FIrpic thin 

films coated on NPT Ag surfaces with NPT sizes. The NPT size was varied by changing 

the initial thickness of the Ag film that was thermally dewetted and subsequently 

evaporating Ag on top of the NPTs such that the total thickness of evaporated Ag was 50 

nm; see Methods. The size of the NPTs were nominally 20 nm, 80 nm and 150 nm, based 

on average sizes determined from SEM images. Figure 2.9a shows the PL stability results 

for the various NPT surfaces that were corrected for excitation power variations. It is 

apparent that the NPT Ag surface with nominal particle size of 80 nm is more effective at 

improving the phosphorescence stability of PVK:FIrpic compared to the other NPT and 

planar Ag surfaces. This is attributed to the improved spectral overlap of the surface 

plasmon resonances of the 80 nm NPT Ag surfaces with the emission spectrum of the 

PVK:FIrpic (Fig. 2.9b and Fig. 2.10). Surface plasmon resonances both scatter and 

absorb light at their resonance wavelength; therefore, peaks in the scattered light 

spectrum are indicative of the wavelength of the surface plasmon resonances. It is 

apparent that the 80 nm NPT Ag surface has the best spectral overlap with the emission 
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of the PVK:FIrpic films compared to the other NPT surfaces. This further supports the 

role of surface plasmon resonances in improving phosphorescence stability.  

       
 

Figure 2.10. Transmittance spectra for (a) PVK:FIrpic coated NPT metasurfaces of varying NPT diameter 

(nominally, 20 nm, 80 nm and 150 nm), and (b) uncoated NPT metasurfaces of varying NPT diameter. 

Also shown is the transmittance of corresponding planar Ag samples. All spectra are baselined at 900 nm 

except the 150 nm sample, which is baselined at ~475 nm. The total thickness of Ag deposited on all 

surfaces was 50 nm. 
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2.3.1. Extrapolation to an OLED Device: 

While our results are fundamental in nature and show that the plasmonic 

properties of surfaces can be useful in improving the stability of blue organometallic 

phosphors; it may be of interest to consider how these results could affect a practical 

application such as OLED displays or lighting. However, the OLED industry uses 

luminance (in cd/m2) rather than power density (in mW/cm2) as a measure of emitted 

optical brightness. To convert from power density to luminance a standard radiometric to 

photometric conversion can be applied (see Methods). Based on this conversion, the 

excitation power densities used in this study, 13.6 mW/cm2 and 136 mW/cm2, are 

equivalent to luminances of approximately 10,000 cd/m2 and 100,000 cd/m2, assuming 

the emitter has a quantum yield of 100%. These luminance values are factors of 10 and 

100 greater than standard for OLED stability testing (1000 cd/m2 [31-33]). 

To extrapolate the PVK:FIrpic film’s stability measured in this work to a 1000 

cd/m2 OLED setting, we employed a conversion approach reported by Zhang et al., as 

follows:  

L50(1000 cd/m2) = L50(X cd/m2) *
! !"
!!

!""" !"!!

!
   (2) 

 

where L50 is the time it takes to get to 50% of the initial luminance, X is the luminance 

value of interest, and n is a constant equal to 1.55 [33]. So, using the transmission-

corrected L50 data derived from Figure 2.4a (i.e., the measured L50 of PVK:FIrpic on a 

surface divided by the transmission factor), the L50 at 1000 cd/m2 would be 1.7 x 103 

hours, 8 x 102 hours, 8.2 x 102 hours, and 5.7 x 102 hours for PVK:FIrpic on NPT, NPO, 

1.6 µm 1-D Ag grating, 0.7 µm 1-D Ag grating, and planar Ag surfaces, respectively. 
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Therefore, at 1000 cd/m2, we project that the PVK:FIrpic on the NPT surface has a L50 

that is at least a factor of two times greater than on the other surfaces, and all surfaces 

caused improved phosphorescence stability compared planar Ag. The projected L50 of 

PVK:FIrpic on planar Ag at 1000 cd/m2 in this study is very similar to that reported for 

blue-emitting, iridium (III) tris[3-(2,6-dimethylphenyl)-7-methylimidazo[1,2-f] 

phenanthridine], Ir(dmp)3, based phosphorescent OLEDs made by Zhang et al [33]. This 

indicates that our projected L50 at 1000 cd/m2 values are reasonable. Yet a number of 

assumptions were made to obtain those projected stability values, as follows. 

There are several assumptions in our projection of the L50 stability in an OLED 

setting. First, we assumed the quantum yield of PVK:FIrpic is 100%. Second, to make the 

comparison between the photoexcited PVK:FIrpic and an electrically excited OLED, it is 

assumed that photoluminescence and electroluminescence equally populate the triplet 

state. Additionally, even if there is an equal population of initial excited triplet states, 

OLEDs experience TPA, so there may be less photon emission from OLEDs and, 

therefore, photoluminescence may have a higher triplet population. Finally, we assume 

that the electrical properties of the OLED will be unaffected by addition of 

nanostructures to a planar electrode. While these are significant assumptions, our 

estimate of the stability enhancement that would occur at 1000 cd/m2, gives some insight 

into how the surface would perform in an OLED device. This fundamental study shows 

that plasmonic near fields can indeed impact the stability of blue organometallic 

phosphors. Significant work will be required to implement surfaces into OLED devices in 

a cost-effective way that does not otherwise compromise their high efficiency. 
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2.4. Conclusions 

This fundamental study shows that plasmonic near fields can impact the 

photostability of blue organometallic phosphors. We investigated the use of silver 

plasmonic surfaces to increase the radiative decay rate of triplet emission from blue 

organometallic phosphorescent films, and, hence, to minimize triplet quenching processes 

that cause unstable emission. We demonstrate an improvement in the photostability of 

phosphorescence emission from blue organometallic OLED materials on a variety of 

different nanostructured silver surfaces compared to those on planar silver. Nanoparticle 

Ag surfaces exhibited the most significant increase in phosphorescence stability with an 

average enhancement factor of 3.6, along with a reduction in the average 

phosphorescence lifetime by a factor of 1.25, and an increase in intensity by a factor of 

6.6 relative to the phosphor on planar Ag. However, at higher excitation powers, all of 

the Ag surfaces resulted in improved phosphorescence stability to different degrees. This 

study demonstrates that plasmonic surfaces are promising as electrodes for use in future 

phosphorescent OLED devices that require blue phosphorescence emission with 

improved stability. 

 

2.5. Methods 

 

2.5.1. Preparation Organic Thin Films and Surfaces 

To prepare thin films of poly(N-vinylcarbazole) (PVK) containing the blue 

phosphorescent dopant, bis[2-(4,6-difluorophenyl)pyridinato-

C2,N](picolinato)iridium(III) (FIrpic), first, a PVK:FIrpic blend solution was prepared in 
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a 9:1 ratio (i.e., 10 wt% dopant concentration) to create a 20 g/L solution [10]. Stock 

solutions (15 mL or 5 mL quantities), were prepared of PVK and FIrpic in chlorobenzene 

in a flask/vial, to concentrations of 36 mg/mL and 4 mg/mL, respectively. Powders and 

solvents were weighed directly into a flask/vial on a scale for increased accuracy, and 

weights were adjusted as needed to achieve the desired ratio. To dissolve the PVK and 

FIrpic, the solutions were individually placed in a water bath on a hotplate and heated to 

40 °C with 1000 revolutions per minute (rpm) spin speed for 10 minutes. A 5 mm x 2 

mm polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)-coated magnetic stirring rod was used to assist with 

dissolution of the solid in chlorobenzene. Equal volumes of each stock solution were then 

added to a glass vial to prepare the PVK:FIrpic blend solution (10 mL or 2 mL quantities) 

with a total concentration of 20 mg/mL. The 9:1 host:dopant ratio is consistent with what 

has been previously shown in the literature for PVK:FIrpic thin films.  

The PVK:FIrpic blend solution was then used to prepare PVK:FIrpic thin-films on 

various surfaces by spin coating the blend solution using the following parameters: 100 

!L drop volume, 2000 rpm spin speed, 25 s spin time. The samples were then dried for 

19 to 21 hours in a vacuum desiccator. After drying, PVK:FIrpic thin films were 

passivated by bonding a glass coverslip to the films using optical adhesive. Using the 

wooden end of a cotton swab, a small dot (approximately pea sized) of optical adhesive 

was put onto the film. A clean piece of thin glass was then placed on top of the adhesive 

and pressed upon with tweezers. The optical adhesive was then cured under a UV light 

for 5 minutes. Passivation is used to reduce photooxidation. Four different types of Ag 

(meta)surface were fabricated: planar Ag; nanoimprinted 1-D Ag gratings with 1.6 µm 

period and 0.7 µm period; nanoporous (NPO) Ag, and nanoparticle (NPT) Ag.  
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The Ag metasurfaces were prepared using the following nanofabrication methods. 

Nanoimprint lithography was employed for fabrication of 1-D Ag gratings with 1.6 µm 

and 0.7 µm period. A polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) silicone elastomer with a base to 

curing ratio of 10:1 was created through constant mixing to ensure effective crosslinking. 

Then, a cleaned 1.6 µm and 0.7 µm grating disk from a CD or DVD was placed into a 

petri dish with the viscous PDMS and annealed in an oven at 130 oC for 30 minutes in an 

ambient environment. Once cooled the petri dish was removed from the oven, the PDMS 

mold was removed from the petri dish and cut into 2 cm x 2 cm squares. A poly (methyl 

methacrylate) (PMMA) film was created by spin coating PMMA solution (5 wt% in 

chloroform) onto clean coverslip glass with the following spin coating parameters: 6000 

rpm, 60 seconds, and 20 µL. The 2 cm x 2 cm PDMS mold was then placed on top of the 

PMMA film with imprint side face down to ensure grating transfer. The PDMS mold/ 

PMMA film combination was then placed on a metal slab and an additional metal slab 

with weights (~5 kg) was placed on top. It was then placed back into the oven and 

annealed at 170 oC for 2.5 hours. Once cooled, the sample was removed and the PDMS 

mold was removed from the grating-imprinted PMMA film. Subsequently, Ag was 

thermally evaporated to a thickness of 50 nm on the grating-imprinted PMMA film to 

create a 1-D Ag grating metasurface.  

Thermally-assisted dewetting of silver thin films was employed for the fabrication 

of NPO and NPT Ag metasurfaces [34] with an effective thickness of 50 nm of silver for 

both studies. The NPO Ag metasurfaces were fabricated using the following method: 50 

nm of Ag was thermally evaporated onto a cleaned glass coverslip; then, the Ag coated 

coverslip was placed in an argon filled glovebox and annealed at 200 oC for 20 minutes 
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on a hotplate; finally, the sample was allowed to cool to room temperature. NPT Ag 

metasurfaces were prepared using a similar method to the NPO Ag metasurfaces but with 

differences in the metal deposition step and in the temperature and duration of the anneal. 

First, 10 nm of Ag was thermally evaporated onto a clean glass coverslip and the Ag-

coated glass was placed into an argon-filled glovebox. The sample was then annealed at 

540 oC for 5 minutes to form NPTs by thermally-assisted dewetting. Subsequently, the 

sample was allowed to cool to room temperature. Finally, the sample was removed from 

the glovebox and 40 nm of Ag was thermally evaporated onto the substrate. This yielded 

NPT Ag metasurfaces with an average NPT diameter of ~80 nm. For the NPT Ag 

metasurface size-dependent study (Fig. 2.9), NPTs with three different average sizes were 

prepared by varying the Ag film thicknesses deposited before and after the anneal. To 

obtain average NPT sizes of 20 nm, 80 nm and 150 nm, Ag films of thickness 5 nm, 10 

nm and 15 nm, respectively, were initially deposited by thermal evaporation onto clean 

glass coverslips. The same anneal conditions as above were applied. Subsequently, Ag 

film of thicknesses of 45 nm, 40 nm and 35 nm were deposited on the 20 nm, 80 nm and 

150 nm Ag NPT samples, respectively, to create NPT Ag metasurfaces with a total 

effective Ag thickness of 50 nm.  

The volume of metal used to fabricate the metasurfaces was kept consistent across 

all samples to an effective thickness of 50 nm. This was done to maintain a similar 

metasurface transmittance at the excitation wavelengths used for PL measurements, thus 

reducing the impact metallic film thickness variation may have on PL spectral results. 

However, some transmittance variations occurred even when controlling the amount of 

Ag because of differences in the optical properties of the metasurfaces when different 
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surface structures were employed. Hence, all PL measurements were normalized for 

transmittance (see below and main text). For all sample types, the silver metasurface 

quality and uniformity was investigated with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 

reflection-mode, dark-field (DF) optical microscopy. Further, UV-visible transmission 

and DF spectra were used to investigate the optical response of each Ag metasurface. A 

glass/optical adhesive/glass reference was used in between each transmission spectrum 

acquired from a particular Ag surface. 

The aforementioned PVK:FIrpic solution and spin coating parameters were used 

to apply PVK:FIrpic thin films to the various Ag surfaces. The samples were passivated 

by bonding the film to a thin glass coverslip using UV-curable optical adhesive (NOA 63, 

Norland Products Inc.) applied directly onto dried PVK:FIrpic film. Passivation was 

necessary in order to reduce photooxidation and photobleaching, which can lead to 

excessive degradation of the PVK:FIrpic emission. For the uncoated metasurfaces and 

planar Ag samples, the adhesive was applied directly onto the Ag surface, and then a thin 

glass coverslip was bonded to the Ag surface by curing the adhesive under UV light with 

the same process described previously.  

 

2.5.2. Characterization of Organic Thin Films: 

The PVK:Firpic film thickness was determined from an analysis of the absorbance 

spectra of planar PVK:FIrpic films on glass substrates. To extract film thickness from 

absorbance spectra, an adapted version of Beer-Lambert’s law for solids was employed, 

which consisted of the following equations:  

A = log[1/T]; x = ln[T]/-!   (3) 
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 ! = 4 ! k / λ     (4) 

where ! is the absorption coefficient, A is absorbance, T is transmittance, x is PVK:FIrpic 

film thickness, and k is the imaginary part of the refractive index (i.e., extinction 

coefficient). Using those equations, the measured absorbance spectra and ! = 46,675 cm-1 

(based on the extinction coefficient of PVK reported in Ref. [30]), we found the 

PVK:FIrpic films on glass to have a thickness of 62 nm ± 8.1. This thickness was 

confirmed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) line profile measurements. 

For measurements of absorbance spectra (Fig. 2.2c), films of FIrpic were prepared 

by drop casting, instead of by spin coating, because spin coated films of FIrpic did not 

show detectable absorption peaks due to their thinness and the low solution 

concentration. Drop cast FIrpic films were prepared by dropping 100 µL of a 2 mg/mL 

FIrpic solution in chlorobenzene onto a cleaned glass coverslip, and subsequent drying 

for 19 to 21 hours in a fume hood. PVK:FIrpic and PVK thin films were prepared by spin 

coating according to the methods described above. The concentration of the PVK 

solution for spin coating PVK thin films was 18 mg/mL. All of the samples were 

passivated with optical adhesive and glass coverslips. UV-visible (UV-vis) absorbance 

and transmission spectra were obtained using an SI Photonics CCD Array UV-visible 

absorption spectrometer with high precision. A lamp crossover wavelength of 370 nm 

was used for the measurements of PVK:FIrpic and PVK thin films, and a crossover 

wavelength of 450 nm was used for the measurements of FIrpic thin films. A 

glass/optical adhesive/glass reference was used for absorbance and transmission 

measurements and a reference measurement was always carried out before each 

absorption/transmission spectroscopy measurement of the samples. 
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2.5.3. Photoluminescence Characterization Methods 

PL stability measurements were carried out using time-dependent PL 

spectroscopy of PVK:FIrpic films on various (meta)surfaces by acquiring a PL intensity 

spectrum every 2 minutes for a duration of up to 2 hours from a location of a particular 

sample using an epi-fluorescence microscope (Axio Vert.A1, Carl Zeiss Microscopy, 

LLC; excitation wavelength of 365 nm ± 6 nm, using a 120 W Hg vapor short arc lamp 

(X-Cite 120Q, Excelitas Technologies)). A previously unexposed location of the sample 

was used at the beginning of each stability measurement and multiple stability 

measurements were carried out on each different sample type. Two different excitation 

powers densities were employed for PL stability measurements using the epi-

fluorescence microscope: 13.6 mW/cm2 and 136 mW/cm2. Power readings were acquired 

before and after a particular stability measurement and the two readings were averaged to 

give a measure of the excitation power. The lamp excitation power varied by less than 

6% over the duration of the stability measurements. The area of the excitation spot to 

which the sample was exposed was determined by taking a calibrated microscope image 

of the excitation spot and measuring the spot’s area on ImageJ. Then, the excitation 

power density was calculated by dividing the averaged excitation power by the area of 

the excitation spot.  
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Figure 2.11. Schematic of the sample configurations used for the PL stability measurements. Two stability 

configurations were used. One was in epifluorescence mode, where 365 nm Hg arc lamp excitation was 

incident on the glass/epoxy/emitter side of the sample and the emission was collected from the same side of 

the sample (as shown above). The other configuration was in transmission mode, where 355 nm laser 

excitation was employed on the glass/epoxy/emitter side of the sample (as before), and the emission was 

collected from the opposite side of the sample (i.e., the metal/glass side). The epoxy was a UV-curable 

optical adhesive (NOA 63, Norland Products Inc.).  

 

Another method was employed for PL stability measurements in transmission 

mode using 355 nm laser excitation and a 400 nm long pass filter in the collection optical 

path (Fig. 2.11). The average laser excitation power reading was taken during each 

spectral acquisition step to account for laser intensity fluctuations with time. The typical 

laser excitation power density and repetition rate were approximately ~10 mW/cm2 and 

100 Hz to 1000 Hz (varied to obtain a particular luminance at the sample). For PL 

stability measurements acquired using 355 nm laser excitation, the PL intensity spectrum 

was divided by the laser power recorded for each respective PL intensity spectrum. In 

both the epifluorescence-mode and transmission-mode PL stability measurements 

described above the excitation light was always incident on the PVK:FIrpic thin film 

before the metal surface.  
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Although these metasurfaces caused PVK:FIrpic phosphorescence stability 

enhancements relative to planar Ag, the phosphorescence stability was reduced by a 

factor of 2 relative to PVK:FIrpic on glass. The reduced stability on metal substrates 

compared to glass stems from the stability measurement geometry whereby there was 

increased excitation power in the PVK:FIrpic on metal samples due a double pass of the 

excitation light back into the PVK:FIrpic thin film due to reflected excitation light that 

was not absorbed on the first pass through PVK:FIrpic (Fig. 2.11). It should be noted that 

within optoelectronic devices, PVK:FIrpic thin films will be in the presence of metallic 

electrode surfaces thus the stability comparison with PVK:FIrpic on planar Ag rather than 

on glass is more appropriate.  

Dark-field scattering spectra were acquired in reflection mode using an inverted 

microscope (Axio Vert.A1, Carl Zeiss Microscopy, LLC) equipped with a dark-field 

filter cube and dark-field microscope objectives. A Xenon lamp was used for dark-field 

illumination and spectra were acquired using the imaging spectrometer with an exposure 

time of 0.01 s for 500 accumulations. Subsequently, dark-field spectra of the samples 

were processed as follows to remove background light and to correct for the shape of the 

lamp spectrum: 

! =  !!"#$%& − !!"#$%&'()*
!!"#$ − !!"#$%&'()*

  (5) 

where I is the corrected dark-field scattering intensity spectrum, Isample is the raw 

scattering intensity spectrum of the sample without being corrected, Ibackground is the 

scattering intensity spectrum of the background (i.e., with no lamp light incident on 

sample) and Ilamp  is the scattering intensity spectrum of the lamp incident on a broadband 

diffuse reflector. 
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In Figure 2.9a, the plots of normalized PL intensity versus time were corrected for 

differences in excitation power as follows: I* = I T where I* is the corrected time-

dependent PL intensity, I is the uncorrected time-dependent PL intensity and T is the 

transmission correction factor. The PL intensity versus time curves (i.e., the PL stability 

curves) were fit with an exponential decay function as follows: ! = !1!!!/!1 +  !2!!!/!2, 

where t is time, t1 and t2 are decay times and I1 and I2 are initial intensities at t = 0 s. 

 

For PVK:FIrpic films on planar Ag the PL quantum efficiency ! can be obtained from: 

! = !!
!!!!!"

=  !!
!!"!#$

    (6) 

where !! is the radiative decay rate, Γ!"  is the non-radiative decay rate and Γ!"!#$ is the 

total decay rate. On a metasurface, the PL quantum efficiency, radiative and non-

radiative decay rates of the PVK:FIrpic film may be modified compared to those on 

planar Ag. We can write the modified equation as follows: 

!′ = !!!
!!!!!!"!

=  !!!
!!"!#$!

    (7) 

where !!, Γ!!, Γ!"′ and Γ!"!#$′ are the modified PL quantum efficiency, radiative decay rate, 

non-radiative decay rate and total decay rate, respectively. The measured PL lifetimes, 

!!", can be used to obtain Γ!"!#$ and Γ!"!#$′ because  

Γ!"!#$ = 1
!!"

     (8) 

and 

Γ!"!#$′ = !
!!"!

      (9) 
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The modification of the quantum efficiency, !!  due to the metasurface relative to that on 

planar Ag can then be written: 

 !! = !!
! =

!!!× !!"!#$
!!"!#$! × !!

= !!!× !!"!
!!" × !!

= !! !!"!!!"
    (10) 

Assuming !! ≈ !!", we can estimate the radiative decay rate enhancement, !! (where 

!! = !!!
!!

); by rearranging Equation 10; see Table 2. 

 

To estimate the luminance, B (in cd/m2), from the sample for a particular 

excitation power density in the PL stability measurements, we employed the following 

equation [35]:  

 !(!) =  !(!)  ∗  !!"  ∗  !!  ∗  683 ∗  !    (11) 

where ! is the emission wavelength, taken to be 450 nm, !!" is the PL quantum 

efficiency of PVK:FIrpic (assumed to be 100 % [13]) and Pw is the average excitation 

power density in W/m2. The constant 683 lm/W converts Watts to lumens and the factor 

! converts lumens to candela. !(!) represents the photopic spectral luminous efficiency 

obtained from a non-linear regression fit to an experimental photopic spectral luminous 

efficiency curve with wavelength in units of micrometers [35]: 

           ! ! = 1.019!!!"#.!( !!!.!!")! (12) 

PL intensity spectra were acquired using a Andor Shamrock SR 303i imaging 

spectrometer with an acquisition time of 0.5 s for low power excitation, and an 

acquisition time of 0.04 s for high power excitation (to prevent oversaturation of the 

spectra). When using laser excitation, the total acquisition time was 1 s (0.02 s exposure 

time, 50 accumulations) (Fig. 2.11).  Planar PVK:FIrpic film on glass and on planar silver 
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were used as control samples. The intensity of the 0-1 excitonic transition from the FIrpic 

emission was extracted from the PL spectra and plotted versus time. The PL spectra 

acquired over the course of a PL stability measurement were intensity normalized to the 

initial maximum PL intensity value at the beginning of a stability measurement. 
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Chapter 3: FUTURE WORK 

In the future, the photoluminescent stability of organic blue phosphorescent 

material on discrete silver nanoparticles will be studied. The work in chapter 2 was done 

on continuous Ag nanoparticles on glass coated with PVK:FIrpic. To further expand on 

this study, and to determine the impact of silver on stabilizing blue phosphorescent 

material, silver discrete nanoparticles on glass, and gold discrete nanoparticles NPT on 

glass will be studied. The PL stability of the discrete nanoparticles will be used to 

determine if silver or gold has a greater impact, or any impact, on increasing the stability 

of blue phosphorescent organic material (PVK:FIrpic). It is anticipated that the silver will 

have a greater impact on stability because it emits best in the blue wavelength range, and 

gold emits at higher wavelengths (500-600 nm in Darkfield) compared to silver (red-

shifted). 

 

3.1. Preliminary Data 

Preliminary photoluminescent stability data was taken (Figure 3.1).While the 

NPTs seem to have a greater initial decay, after that all samples are similar in decay rate 

(potentially even slightly better than PVK:Firpic). Au and Ag are very similar in their 

stability and rate of decay. 
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Figure 3.1. Photoluminescence stability measurements at 100,000 cd/m2.   

 

The data must be adjusted for transmittance to determine the true stability trend, as 

described in chapter 2. In order to do so, the same steps will be used to test and analyze 

data as were used in chapter 2. Fresh samples will be prepared, UV-Vis data, PL Stability 

data, PL Lifetime, and QY data will all be collected. Some of these steps are described in 

the “Methods” section below. 

 

3.2. Methods 

 

3.2.1. Sample Preparation 

The same solution preparation will be used as Chapter 2. The same glass cleaning 

procedure as in chapter 2 will be used. The glass substrates are completely immersed into 
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a Sparklene solution and sonicated for 10 minutes. After, the substrates are rinsed in three 

beakers of DI water (using tweezers cleaned in isopropanol). Next, the substrates are 

submerged into a 50/50 ethanol and hydrochloric acid solution (approximately 60 mL 

solution) for 15 minutes. Then, the substrates are rinsed in three beakers of DI freshwater 

(using tweezers cleaned in isopropanol). The substrates are then dried with a particle-free 

air gun and placed into a sample case. The substrates must be used within about an hour 

of cleaning, and cannot sit in a solution for a prolonged period of time because they will 

become dirty again.  

 

Figure 3.2. Discrete Ag NPT sample schematic.  

 

Silver and gold nanoparticles with diameters of 60 nm were purchased (from 

nanoComposix) and spin coated onto PAA coated glass substrates. This step was 

carried out by Jill Tracey and is the same as that reported in her recent first author 

publication [1]. Subsequently, a thin film of PVK:FIrpic was dynamically spin-coated 

in nitrogen onto a thin piece of microscope glass using the following spin coating 

conditions: 100 µL drop volume, 2000 rpm, and 25 s spin time. This step was carried 

out by Rahma Leil. These conditions achieve a film thickness of 62 +/- 8.1 nm. No 
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bubbles should be in the pipette. New pipette tips are used after each sample injection. 

Samples were dried overnight in a desiccator with the sample case opened, but lightly 

surrounded by aluminum foil to prevent degradation caused by light. The same sample 

sealing procedure as Chapter 2 was used. A schematic of the sample structure can be 

found in Fig. 3.2. 

The PVK:Firpic film thickness is determined using an adapted version of Beer-

Lambert’s law for solids: A = log[1/T]; x = ln[T]/-! and ! = 4 π k/λ, where ! is the 

absorption coefficient, A is absorbance, T is transmittance, x is PVK:FIrpic film 

thickness, and k is the imaginary part of the refractive index (the extinction 

coefficient). The ! is a constant and is found to be ! = 46,675 cm-1. Thickness was 

confirmed by Zeqing Shen using AFM (atomic force microscopy) of a thin film on 

glass sample. 

Reference samples are used to compare uncoated samples with the samples 

coated with PVK:FIrpic. These are used to find the transmittance factor and for UV-

Vis spectra. References include: uncoated Ag NPTs sealed with epoxy and glass, 

uncoated Au NPTs sealed with epoxy and glass, and glass epoxy glass. Unsealed and 

uncoated samples of both NPT types were also used. 

 

3.2.2. Optical Characterization and Spectroscopy 

The same procedure for acquiring absorption and transmission spectra as that 

used in Chapter 2 is required for this work. Photoluminescence stability measurements 

were carried out using time-dependent PL spectroscopy of PVK:FIrpic films on Au and 

Ag discrete NPTs by acquiring a PL intensity spectrum every 2 minutes for a duration of 
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up to 2 hours from a location of a particular sample using an epifluorescence microscope 

(Axio Vert.A1, Carl Zeiss Microscopy, LLC; excitation wavelength of 365 nm ± 6 nm, 

using a 120 W Hg vapor short arc lamp (X-Cite 120Q, Excelitas Technologies)). The 

epifluorescence microscope was used instead of a laser because the microscope has a 

more continuous/steady excitation source. We studied the lamp excitation power’s 

variations and found it varied by less than 6% throughout the study. The spot which the 

sample was exposed was to the excitation light was determined by taking an image of the 

excitation spot, calibrating the image using the scale bar on the picture, and measuring 

the spot’s area on ImageJ (select the color, and adjust the scale bars on the side to cover 

the entire area of interest - the colored fluorescent shape).  

The excitation power density used was 136 mW/cm2, and is averaged over 1 s. 

This is equivalent to a luminescence of 100,000 cd/m2, which is much higher than what is 

used in products on the market (~1000 cd/m2). The excitation power density was 

calculated by dividing the averaged excitation power by the area of the excitation spot. 

We expedite decay to determine the stability over time, and this stability can be 

extrapolated to determine the stability lifetime of the film in a real-life usage scenario.  

The spectra were automatically collected through the Andors software in an FVB readout. The 

conditions were: 1 spectra every 2 min, total cycle duration 1 hour, exposure 1 s, 1 accumulation.  

ZenCore microscope software was used to take an image of the sample before and 

after PL. After the picture is taken, the sample is moved slightly to a fresh region of the 

sample for the PL measurements to ensure accuracy. Images are taken in “manual” mode, 

so all of their image conditions are the same and have comparable intensities.  
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A previously unexposed location of the sample was used for each stability 

measurement. Power readings were acquired before and after a particular stability 

measurement and the two readings were averaged to give a measure of the excitation 

power. The same method will be used as described in Chapter 2 to correct for changes in 

transmittance between the samples at the excitation wavelength. 

 

3.3 References 

1) Tracey, J. I., O'Carroll, D. M., Short-Wavelength Lasing-Spasing and Random 
Spasing with Deeply Subwavelength Thin-Film Gain Media, Adv. Funct. Mater. 28, 
1802630 (2018).  
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Chapter 4: OUTLOOK 

The study of the impact of silver nanostructured metasurfaces on stabilizing blue 

phosphorescent material’s stability should be further explored. The results that silver 

nanostructures increase photoluminescent stability raises more questions to be studied. 

The impact of the silver nanoparticles on other blue phosphorescent materials would be 

interesting to collect and compare to PVK:FIrpic. This will also show if the impact is the 

same for many different blue phosphorescent host-dopant blends.  

Similarly, comparing the use of nanoparticles made from other noble metals and 

the phosphorescent materials that emit within the same wavelength as the metal could be 

studied. This would indicate if the increase in stability is a trend that remains across 

different materials and wavelength ranges. 

A study to further explore the specific mechanism that is occurring to increase 

stability is also something that could be interesting to explore. For example, confirming if 

the Purcell Effect is in effect, and/or the impact/presence of radiative and non-radiative 

decay.  

 While the current commercial manufacturing of OLEDs has challenges, especially 

financially, testing the stabilization method in an OLED to see its viability is an 

important next step. If the nanostructured silver is able to still stabilize the blue 

phosphorescent material in an OLED, this would be a big success because then a 

completely phosphorescent OLED could be created. This would allow for a better image 

quality, and cheaper product use for customers.  

 In addition to being expensive to create, OLEDs are also expensive to purchase. 

Creating a large scale solution processing machine would be very helpful for OLED 
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production. Solution processing is significantly cheaper than thermal evaporation 

processing, so if companies were able to create OLEDs using solution processing 

methods (i.e. spin-coating), then OLEDs would be cheaper to purchase. Without a way to 

reduce the cost of OLEDs, their market share will be threatened by other flat-panel 

displays with improved image qualities, like quantum dot LEDs.  

 


